Titles of Medical History Papers
(I hope to write)

From Material in my own Library.

Illustrations from my collection of prints.

Obstetric Papers.

Renaissance Obstetrics

Three Centuries of Anglo-Saxon Obstetrics.

History of Cesarane Section
From earliest times

History of Extra-Uterine Pregnancy
From early times

Historical Survey of Periperal Fear
From Hippocrates to Salernum

Ancient Obstetrics to 15th Century
from early authors

History of the Forces

Biographical Sketches of famous Obstruc-
cinists, and their Work.

Mauriceau, La Motte, Levet-Guillameau, Bonger, and other
French obstetricians such as Portal,
Polfyn, Pee, Bandeluxge.

Curious Superstition of Obstetrics.
English obstricans such as
Boullier, Chas. White, Edm. Chynow-
Benj. Rush, Sir. Fielding Dick, 
Wm. Herbst, Alex. Hamilton, Thos. 
Young, Dr. Man, Boullier, and 
Stots.

American such as-
Wm. Shipman, S. Bond, W.W. Weeks, Wm. 
Hodge, etc.

Sketch of von Early Texts

Von gumden of Röding, 1873-36.
Byrth of Mankind, 1545.
First Spanish Obstetric (1528) Corton.

Opposition to Mace Medicine

and finally - a complete history of 
Obstetrics from early times to the beginning 
of the 20th Century.
Other Papers — General Medicine

The First English Medical Student — Chas. Goodall & John Friend

The Original Matrix Andraw — Andrew Board, the Printer of Keats?

A Primer At full Galen — J. B. Mayne

History of Baths & Bathing — From Ancient Times.

Joyful News from the New World — Monarchi, the First American Herbal

Sixteenth and Early Seventeenth Century English Surgeons and Their Work

Sale, Chirn, Low, & others,

First English Book on Children, by its Author, Thomas Phayre —

Earth and the Dispensary

Nicholas Culpepper — A famous 17th Century Doctor
Letters of a Va. Doctor after the Revolutionary

Medical Superstitions

The American Sydenham-Rush

The Joys of a Hobby - Old Books.

Association Books in My Collection

with biographic notes &c.

Special Sketches of certain rare old books
in my Collection of especial grandeur &c.

Medical Silhouettes; Portraits

Biographical Sketches of Outstanding Virginius Physicians.
For

my library

Incidental healing has grown
in recent two years to now

over fifteen thousand
volumes since three hundred old
pamphlets and over thousand
prints, gathered from old
shops in Richmond, Baltimore,
Washington, Phila., New York,
Boston, Cincinnati, St. Louis,
Chicago as well as a few
from England, France, Italy,
Switzerland, Holland.
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His dad has made him grow up with a mountain but my boys by what is more rural roads I know that the small boy who collected coins, stamps, butterflies, arrow heads, and in his tall grass get men's greatest hobbies was for collecting old post cards and early editions of whatnot.

The excitement of the recall of the small boy where his collection has been finished by the addition
R

A brother physician and
Mrs. Neighb's hobby

One of my best friends, a brother physician, loves to hunt and
does have a thorough understanding
collection of fine guns of all
craftsmanship old and new

Yours truly back to the most splendid
example yet modern rifle
maker's art. As for myself
My hobby has always been for
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For Medical History Papers

Address

R*

Papers I want Durili

Renaissance Obstetrics

Three Centuries of Obstetrics in England and America

Charles White: Pioneer Aesthetic Obstetricum

The First Five English Medical historians

Charles Goddard - John Friend

Sixteenth Seventeenth Century Surgery in England
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DATE

No.
Dr. J. L. Miller
Thomas, W. Va.

Office Hours:
1:30 to 3 P.M.
7 to 8:30 P.M.

For

Address

RX

Sweeten't Eighteenth Century
Medicines in Virginia

Medical Superstitions in
America;

Special Association Books
in my Collection

Various biographical studies and
studies of certain old texts-papers

All pages to be illustrated
from old title pages, portraits-

from my collections

Miller's Pharmacy
Thomas, W. Va.

Date

No.

1st ALCI. Herbal. - Moutarde
For

Bartholomew For

Revolutionary Wal

Address

Russell Jackson (1739-1792)

James Johnson, Fauber, and

Branin

James Brooke (1732-1802)

John Bankett

Ezra Barthett

Sam Brooks (35)

W. Bachiller

Sam Curtis (105)

McCrieush (105)

AR Culler (1735-1820)

Galip Dow

Moise Emerson

Calee

Sam Fobis

Miller's Pharmacy

Thomas, W. Va.
R

For

ADDRESS

The Skin Ranney
Wm. Samborn Jr.
The Sergeant
Bury Samborn
Lee T. Spaulding
John Sympson
Carnel Sannery (1748-1816)

1930

Isaac Thomas

This Writ

ED. Woodbury

MILLER'S PHARMACY
THOMAS, W. VA.
For [illegible]

Address

books, and to a collecting Virginiaiana began on my pre-
medical days. Now there is added greater interest in the history,
my profession and the collection of early texts. More medical
meeting...
Every collector has some particular treasures that he prizes almost to rest, because

MILLER'S PHARMACY  THOMAS, W. VA.
part to beauty, associations of the peculiar circumstances of their acquisition. Some who-what collectors can realize the varying thrills that come from the ardent collector in the progress of the handling of rare particular treasures. The curiosity that is aroused in regard to another peculiar, the rarest, oldest, and varying fortunes of the old of centuries eke it seem great.
Reg. No. 1101

For my services, I am appreciative.

The especial appreciation is due particularly to
Mr. John Doe, for his kind assistance and for his
enlivening and stimulating manner.

In the current task of building up
the necessary, please have your
precious volume, things with

Dr. J. L. Miller
Thomas, W. Va.
Corelessness of some form in different stages. And now for some account of some of the more particular instances.

Sarah 1633.
Sarreitos 1647.
Paré 1637.
Collatila 1615.
Benham 1741.
Sydenham 1694.

MILLER'S PHARMACY
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Levit 1761.
Antiseptic from former
incision different must.

From a number of interest-
ing old volumes I have
selected four as the subject
of this paper, but even then
it is difficult to decide which
shall be first as each has
its own particular appeal.

From the standpoint of age
and rarity the Salve of 1533
deserves first place. By m
Take These for the interesting
27th June The Paris 1st English
Edition 1633 - has a fascination
Rx

Harland Price 32
11:30 a.m. 10/14/38

Rt. mid shin lacer
Splitting rash + wedge
flap not 7 half 1 cm
and 2/1 shin 1/2 x 1 cm

DATE ____________________________
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Rx for men that is irresistible but for assiduity of former omens. Sydenham's Opera Omnia, Venice 1694. Easily correspond with its autographs an annotation of the Annals of Sydenham—Benjamin Rush, though close behind it. The Burhan of 1741 and the autograph of John Brand 1742 to policy the sum Samuel Boyd whose beautiful foliage alone...